Computational and Systems
Biology Course 186—
Modeling of Biological Systems
by Connecting Biological
Knowledge and Intuition with
Mathematics and Computing
Instructor: Van Savage
Winter 2017 Quarter
Monday and Wednesday, 2-4pm
1/9/2017

Course Goals
• Learn what modeling is and learn how to
create and use models on your own
• Synthesize the skills you’ve gained in your
lower division and pre-major courses
• This is exciting part you’ve been working
towards and can now learn power of
background you’ve developed. Kind of like
Karate Kid.

Biological Systems
Growth
Complexity and Stability
Drug Interactions
Ecosystems and predator-prey
Disease Transmission
Biochemical reaction kinetics
Gene Expression
Protein Interaction
Natural Selection
Genetic Drift
Vascular systems
Tumor growth
Sleep

Math and Quantitative Methods

Calculus
Differential Equations
Discrete Math and how to translate
Linear Algebra and matrices
Network theory
Stochastics
Asymptotics/Approximations
Fractals, self similarity, and power laws
Nature of measurement and experiments

Computing Techniques
Numerical methods for solving differential eqns
Finding eigenvalues and stability of solutions
Performing regressions
Testing models
Summary statistics
Quantifying uncertainty in data
Parameter estimation
Well-posed and constrained systems
Stochastic algorithms
Fractal dimensions like box counting

Programming
•

The encoding of a model, which can be mathematical or a set of
rules (algorithm), into a language that can be executed by a
computer.

•

The act of encoding this process can be accomplished using
many languages
– Matlab (we will use this one)
– Python (you can use this one)
– C (you can use this one)
– Mathematica (you can use this one)
– Perl/Fortran/etc.

•

The language does not matter (that much)..

•

Once you learn the basic of programming it really is not that hard
to learn the syntax of a specific language
adapted from Prof. Joshua Weitz, Georgia Tech

Real goal is not to learn these in separate silos
but how to integrate them. Key thing I want to
teach you is how to integrate all these and that
through process of integration you understand
each of these silos as well as the overall problem
much more deeply. In doing to, will learn multiple
languages and perspectives and different types of
principles and insights as well as many generic
principles that show up everywhere but with
different names. Must learn to very precisely
translate among these terms.

Logis:cs
• TA: Avinash Chinchali (avichinchali@gmail.com)
• Website for posted material:
hEps://ccle.ucla.edu/course/view/17W-COMSCICM186-1
or
hEp://faculty.biomath.ucla.edu/vsavage
click on “Course 186” at top
• Oﬃce Hours: Thursday 10-11 am (Boyer 510F)
• Lab Hours: Friday 10-11:50 am, Boelter 3760

Logis:cs
• TA: Avinash Chinchali (avichinchali@gmail.com)
• Register for SEASnet. Do it TODAY! Should have
email about this.

Textbook
Dynamic Systems Biology Modeling and
Simulation by Joseph DiStefano III
But I will draw on many sources. This does not
mean material is not coherent but that it is so
cutting edge it does not all appear together yet.
Also mean it is very important for you to attend
class because material in class is not all in
book and does not closely follow book
structure.

Additional Reading Material (NOT required)
• Morrison, F. “The Art of Modeling Dynamic Systems,”
Wiley, New York, 1991.
• Edelstein-Keshet, L. “Mathema:cal Models in Biology”
SIAM 2005
• Palsson, B. “Systems Biology”, Cambridge, 2006
• Alon, Uri “An Introduc:on to Systems Biology”, Chapman
and Hall, 2007
• Nowak, Mar:n A. “Evolu:onary Dynamics: Exploring the
Equa:ons of Life”, Harvard Univ Press, 2006
• Klipp et al. “Systems Biology” Wiley 2009
• Voit, H. “A First Course in Systems Biology” LiEleton 2012
• Schroeder, M. “Fractals, Chaos, Power Laws” Dover
Publica:ons 2009
• Strogatz, S. “Nonlinear Dynamics and Chaos” Westview
Press 2016

What do I expect from you?
• To come to class because I will cover
material from multiple places that is not all in
your book or papers and because you will
learn more if you actively participate
• To ask questions when you do not
understand and give feedback
• To turn in 5 to 7 homework sets (40%)
• In class participation (10%)
• To do labs (10%)
• Midterm (15%)
• Final or Presentation/Project (25%)
• To work hard

What do I expect from you?
• Electronic devices:
Turn oﬀ any electronic devices (cell phones, iPods, etc.) that could be
disrup:ve during class. I will allow the use of electronic devices for the
purpose of taking notes. However, this privilege will be revoked for the en:re
class if anyone is ever seen using electronics for non-class purposes.
• Academic Dishonesty:
If you are caught chea:ng (e.g., giving answers to or receiving answers from
someone else) or plagiarizing, you will be reported immediately to the Dean
of Students – NO EXCEPTIONS – for further ac:on. You will also receive a zero
for that assignment/exam. Can consult with others on homework but must
produce and turn in own assignments
• Students with Disabili9es:
To receive academic and classroom disability accommoda:ons, students
must ﬁrst consult with the Oﬃce for Students with Disabili:es (OSD). An OSD
counselor will work with the student and academic department to provide
reasonable academic accommoda:ons. OSD counselors are located at A255
Murphy Hall and can also be reached at (310) 825-1501. Please do not
request accommoda:ons from the professor or TA directly. All requests must
be submiEed through OSD.

Introductions and Backgrounds

How do you use models in your
everyday life?
Where do you hear about models in
your everyday life?
Why do we need to model?
What is a model?
What do you want to model?

How do you use models in your
everyday life?
• Recognize face of mom and dad, food, danger
• Hitting or catching a ball, dancing
• Dodging a car, bike, or object
• Guessing opponent’s play in a game or war

Where do you hear about models in
your everyday life (i.e., news)?
• Wall street quants and financial crisis
• Today’s weather and climate change models
• Sports
• Predictive Medicine
• Biology, Physics, Chemistry

Where do you hear about models in
your everyday life (i.e., work and
entertainment)?
• Small versions of cars, buildings, planes, rivers
• Clothing and consumer goods
• These use different types of modeling ranging
from toy models to enormous black box models

Why do we need to model?
• Looking around the room or at a single face, there is more information
and more scales than you can possibly process. Bringing in memory,
history, dynamics, access to information, etc. makes the problem much
worse.
• Drop of sea water contains millions of species of bacteria and viruses
that each contain hundreds of genes and all of these interact with each
other and environment.
• Big Data, Informatics, Google, etc. help us store and process much
more information in some cases and are great advances but capacity
is still incredibly limited compared with reality.
• Platonic forms.
• Borges, On Exactitude in Science for map-territory relation, and Funes
the Memorius, incapable of abstraction, all trees are different
• Can combine big data and modeling

Platonic forms and views of reality

Physical objects are changing copies of original, true, unchanging forms
(abstract form). Cave allegory. Telescope, microscope, genomics….

Borges—short stories—abstrac:on

Borges—short stories—abstrac:on

hEp://www.theparisreview.org/blog/2011/10/05/the-grand-map/
In what ways does google maps surmount this problem? In which ways does it not?

What is a model?
• Need a question. (next slide)
• What level of detail needed? Surface visual level?
Quarks? What data available?
• Search for simple principles that can give rise to
patterns that answer questions.
• Simpler, reduced version of reality. Does not
attempt or want to capture all details, which is
impossible anyway. Want to capture essential
details for predicting, understanding, and thinking.

Sartre—being and nothingness—modeling

Search for Pierre’s face: hEps://books.google.com/books?
id=PWp_BAAAQBAJ&pg=PA97&lpg=PA97&dq=sartre+pierre+face+searching+cafe&source=bl
&ots=JOoocrZt7&sig=LKu4zfA14TSHAoUlTRTV2uoKw4A&hl=en&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwjoj_Wmw9HPAhUT4WM
KHUqWByYQ6AEIJTAB#v=onepage&q=sartre%20pierre%20face%20searching%20cafe&f=false

We are all made of star dust and selected from
billions of sperm, so each of us is an
incredibly improbable event. Try predicting
existence of humans, or better yet, yourself based
on Big Bang and early universe with diffuse
hydrogen, helium, lithium, etc. Try predicting which
sperm and egg will make it. Our very individual existence
is evidence of improbable, outlier events.
Must choose questions wisely.

“We all know that Art is not truth. Art is a lie that
makes us realize truth, at least the truth that is given
us to understand. The ar:st must know the manner
whereby to convince others of the truthfulness of his
lies. ” – Pablo Picasso (Art is not just a mirror)

Ma:sse
We will do the same thing but our medium is math and computa9on
and we can predict features of world and changes in :me with amazing
numerical precision.

These pictures are the “organismic” level. Think of
going down to organs, tissues, cells, nuclei, DNA,
proteins, chemicals, elements, atoms, quarks, or
up to populations, species interactions,
communities, or ecosystems.

Multi-scale methods and logic
adapted from Phillips et al. (Physical Biology of the Cell)
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adapted from Prof. Joshua Weitz, Georgia Tech

Protein interactions, metabolic pathways, and
species interactions as networks—biology is
not just parts list

•

Other ways to represent biology

•

A graph of nodes connected by edges

•

Many examples, including: vascular network and others to soon
follow

•

Could be embedded in space or “space-free” and with or
without :me

Victor Lavrenko

Almaas et al., Nature 2004

adapted from Prof. Joshua Weitz, Georgia Tech

1/6/17

Based on DSBMS JJ DiStefano III Academic
Press

38

adapted from Prof. Joseph DiStefano III

protein interaction network

(lecture 3)

predator-prey food web

(lecture 3)

epistasis and gene interactions

(lecture 3)
Capillaries

cell types and physiology
(lecture 3)

C elegans neurons
(lecture 3)

Learn to es:mate numerically
How many heartbeats in an average human life:me?

60 beats per second. ~π x 107 seconds per year. 100 years = 102 years per life:me, so 107
heartbeats per year for 102 years means 109 heart beats per life:me.
Do you think this is true across other organisms?
Yes it is. Called an invariant. Why?

Learn to es:mate numerically
How much power does each of us use/produce as we sit here just in terms of our body?
How much power does each of use as an average US ci:zen if we add in cars, computers,
lights, climate control, etc? When did earth’s popula:on ﬁrst pass 1 billion?
Body power produced is about the same as a light bulb in this room.
If you add in all the power we use through extra devices, we are like
a blue whale (1000 :mes bigger than us). So there are eﬀec:vely
more than a billion blue whales roaming the earth.
Around 1804

E Coli
How big are they? How fast do they divide?

~1 micron diameter, 3 micron length.
How does this compare to other parts of :ssue and cell like proteins and DNA?

~1nm

~20-40 minutes for E Coli to double. ~1000 bases replicated per second

On bionumeracy…
SnapShot: Key Numbers in Biology
Uri Moran,1 Rob Phillips,2 and Ron Milo1
Weizmann Institute of Science, Rehovot, Israel; 2California Institute of Technology, Pasadena, CA, USA

1

Cell size

Concentration

Bacteria (E. coli): ≈0.7-1.4 mm diameter,
≈2-4 mm length, ≈0.5-5 mm3 in volume;
108-109 cell/ml for culture with OD600≈1

Concentration of 1 nM:
in E. coli ≈1 molecule/cell;
in HeLa cells ≈1000 molecules/cell

Yeast (S. cerevisiae): ≈3-6 mm diameter
≈20-160 mm3 in volume

Characteristic concentration
for a signaling protein: ≈10 nM-1 mM

Mammalian cell volume: 100-10,000 mm3;
HeLa cell: 500-5000 mm3 (adhering to
slide ≈15-30 mm diameter)

Water content: ≈70% by mass; general
elemental composition (dry weight) of
E. coli: ≈C4H7O2N1; Yeast: ≈C6H10O3N1
Composition of E. coli (dry weight): ≈55%
protein, 20% RNA, 10% lipids, 15% others

Length scales inside cells

Protein concentration: ≈100 mg/ml = 3 mM.
106-107 per E. coli (depending on growth rate);
Total metabolites (MW < 1 kDa) ≈300 mM

Nucleus volume: ≈10% of cell volume
Cell membrane thickness: ≈4-10 nm
“Average” protein diameter: ≈3-6 nm

Division, replication, transcription,
translation, and degradation rates

Base pair: 2 nm (D) x 0.34 nm (H)
Water molecule diameter: ≈0.3 nm

at 37°C with a temperature dependence (Q10) of ≈2-3

Energetics
Membrane potential ≈70-200 mV
per electron (kBT ∫ thermal energy)

2-6 kBT

Free energy (DG) of ATP hydrolysis under
physiological conditions
≈40-60 kJ/mol ≈20 kBT/molecule ATP;
ATP molecules required during an E. coli
cell cycle ≈10-50 × 109
DG0 resulting in order of magnitude ratio
between product and reactant
concentrations:
≈6 kJ/mol ≈60 meV ≈2 kBT

Cell cycle time (exponential growth in
rich media): E. coli ≈20-40 min;
budding yeast 70-140 min;
HeLa human cell line: 15-30 hr

ow big?

Glucose

Diffusion coefficient for an “average”
protein: in cytoplasm D≈5-15 mm2/s
≈10 ms to traverse an E. coli
≈10 s
to traverse a mammalian HeLa cell; small
metabolite in water D≈500 mm2/s
Diffusion-limited on-rate for a protein:
≈108-109 s-1M-1
for a protein substrate
of concentration ≈1 mM the diffusion-limited
on-rate is ≈100-1000 s-1 thus limiting the
catalytic rate kcat

Genome sizes and error rates
Genome size:
E. coli ≈5 Mbp
S. cerevisiae (yeast) ≈12 Mbp
C. elegans (nematode) ≈100 Mbp
D. melanogaster (fruit fly) ≈120 Mbp
A. thaliana (plant) ≈120 Mbp
M. musculus (mouse) ≈2.6 Gbp
H. sapiens (human) ≈3.2 Gbp
T. aestivum (wheat) ≈16 Gbp

Rate of replication by DNA polymerase:
E. coli ≈200-1000 bases/s;
human ≈40 bases/s. Transcription by
RNA polymerase 10-100 bases/s

Number of protein-coding genes:
E. coli = 4000; S. cerevisiae = 6000;
C. elegans, A. thaliana, M. musculus,
H. sapiens = 20,000

Translation rate by ribosome: 10-20 aa/s

Mutation rate in DNA replication:
≈10-8-10-10 per bp

Degradation rates (proliferating cells):
mRNA half life < cell cycle time;
protein half life ≳ cell cycle time

Misincorporation rate:
transcription ≈10-4-10-5 per nucleotide
translation ≈10-3-10-4 per amino acid

Protein
Water molecule

Diffusion and catalysis rate

Membrane
thickness

Ribosome
Light microscope resolution
Transport vesicle
E. coli
HIV

adapted from Prof. Joshua Weitz, Georgia Tech

Budding
yeast

Adherent
mammalian cell

E Coli
How fast could a protein in E Coli diﬀuse across the ﬂoor of the room? How many cells could
grow from single cell in this :me? Faster to grow across or diﬀuse across room?
Diﬀusion constant~10 micron2/ second. Based on logic of diﬀusion and dimensional analysis,
must take length2 and divide by diﬀusion coeﬃcient to get transit :me. Guess room length is
(6m)2=36 m2, so :me~(36 x 1012 micron2)/(4*(10 micron2/ second))~8 x 1011~1012 seconds or
about 100,000 years because roughly π x 107 seconds in a year. 4 is constant factor. Diﬀusion is
extremely slow! Would take 6m/3 micron= 2x106 cells to stretch cells lengthwise across ﬂoor.
Naively would think this would mean 106 cells * 100 ms per length of cell so 105 seconds or a
few hours. But this is confusing linear scaling with squared scaling of distance versus :me. If
we square this we get closer as (105)2=1010 and extra factor of 100 is because we already
coarse grained across cell diameter.
In 100,000 years, there are 109 doublings, so 2^(109)~10^(108) E coli could grow from single
cell. Need (106 )2~1012 cells across area of ﬂoor. From single cell would take 2Ndoublings~1012 cells.
Since 23~10, then need about 3*12=36 doublings. About 2 doublings per hour, so can grow
about 10 cells in 1.5 hr and about one million cells in about 6*1.5 hours~9 hours. Or cover the
ﬂoor in about 12*1.5 hours~ 18 hours. Growth is exponen:al in :me but diﬀusion goes like
square root of :me. Diﬀerent scalings are important. So can grow across room much faster
than protein can diﬀuse across it. On a plate in the lab, it can take a day or two to grow
because delay in start, density eﬀects at end, and not ideal condi:ons, but even then it would
be a few days to a week to grow across whole ﬂoor at this rate.

Energetics
Membrane potential ≈70-200 mV
per electron (kBT ∫ thermal energy)

2-6 kBT

Free energy (DG) of ATP hydrolysis under
physiological conditions
≈40-60 kJ/mol ≈20 kBT/molecule ATP;
ATP molecules required during an E. coli
cell cycle ≈10-50 × 109

Cell cycle time (exponential growth in
rich media): E. coli ≈20-40 min;
budding yeast 70-140 min;
HeLa human cell line: 15-30 hr

A. thaliana (plant) ≈120 Mbp
M. musculus (mouse) ≈2.6 Gbp
H. sapiens (human) ≈3.2 Gbp
T. aestivum (wheat) ≈16 Gbp

Rate of replication by DNA polymerase:
E. coli ≈200-1000 bases/s;
human ≈40 bases/s. Transcription by
RNA polymerase 10-100 bases/s

Number of protein-coding genes:
E. coli = 4000; S. cerevisiae = 6000;
C. elegans, A. thaliana, M. musculus,
H. sapiens = 20,000

Translation rate by ribosome: 10-20 aa/s

Mutation rate in DNA replication:
≈10-8-10-10 per bp

Degradation rates (proliferating cells):
mRNA half life < cell cycle time;
protein half life ≳ cell cycle time

Misincorporation rate:
transcription ≈10-4-10-5 per nucleotide
translation ≈10-3-10-4 per amino acid

More on bionumeracy…

DG0 resulting in order of magnitude ratio
between product and reactant
concentrations:
≈6 kJ/mol ≈60 meV ≈2 kBT
Protein

Ribosome
Light microscope resolution
Transport
vesicle
E. coli
Membrane
thickness
HIV

How big?

Water molecule
Glucose

10-9

How fast?
How many?

Size (meters)

Molecular motor
1 mm transport

Protein diffusion
across HeLa cell

Generation time
mRNA half life
Budding
in E. coli E. coli yeast

100

One molecule in an
E. coli volume

10-9

Adherent
mammalian cell

10-6

Protein diffusion Step of RNA
across E. coli polymerase

10-3

Budding
yeast

Signaling proteins

HeLa cell

Time (seconds)

103

Ribosomes
in E. coli

Total protein
ATP

10-6

10-3

Total
metabolites

Concentration (Molar)

Useful biological numbers extracted from the literature. Numbers and ranges should only serve as “rule of thumb” values. References are
in the online annotated version at www.BioNumbers.org. See the website and original references to learn about the details of the system
under study including growth conditions, method of measurement, etc.

1 Cell 141, June 25, 2010 ©2010 Elsevier Inc. DOI 10.1016/j.cell.2010.06.019

See online version for legend and references.

adapted from Prof. Joshua Weitz, Georgia Tech

Modeling philosophy

Everything should be as simple as possible, but
not simpler--Albert Einstein

Why use math/computational models?
• All of these can be tacit, mental, verbal, rule based,
mathematical, computational
• For some models we are evolved or have good intuition
to solve, maybe we do not need them. For most things,
they deal with reality at unfamiliar scales in space and
time, and we have evolved poor intuition. Also we may be
very bad at extrapolation for even small changes.
Baseball and dancing to planetary motion. Newton insight
• Math and computation are amazing systems for forcing
us to be more explicit in our thinking about what
assumptions are made, quantifying the size and not just
direction of a change, and much more. It is an amazing
tool (like the computer or verbal language itself) we have
developed over millennia to aid us in our thinking.

Mathematics is biology's next
microscope, only better; Biology is
mathematics’ next physics, only betterJoel Cohen, article in PLoS Biology in
2004

Temperature response

Dell, Pawar, Savage, PNAS, 2011

Goal of modeling biology and databases
If people do not believe that mathematics
is simple, it is only because they do not
realize how complicated life is. -John von
Neumann
The essence of mathematics is not to make
simple things complicated, but to make
complicated things simple—S. Gudder
Want to find dominant patterns in database
and use them to gain simpler understanding and
guiding rules for biological systems.

What do you want to model?

How do we begin to model?
• Ask question.
• Intuit what properties and principles you think are needed to
answer that question
• Create language/notation
• Write down cartoon/diagram or set of rules of mathematical
equations for how to build some property/structure of system,
how things change in time, etc.
• Think hard if your language and mental model captures
everything you need, and then later test it
• Which of these steps comes first?

Components of models
inputs (s8muli) and outputs (responses)

inputs

ESSENTIAL
SYSTEM
FEATURES

outputs

adapted from Prof. Joseph DiStefano III

Flow chart of approach
Formulate/Revise question or hypothesis
observe & hypothesize

Develop model related to question/hypothesis
How can model be tested with data?
prediction
What types of data?
How much is needed?
Compile and analyze data to test model

experiment & conclusion

Seeming complexity of problem does
not cleanly map to tractability and
solubility
We understand the Big Bang quite well, yet who
would have guessed that because it is so long ago
and gave rise to everything. Yet there are all of
these other things, often seemingly simple, that
we cannot yet understand. Why do you think?

Complex
•
•

Made up of multiple parts, intricated or detailed
Not simple or straightforward

•

Properties include:
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

Many interacting agents or entities
Relationships are nonlinear
Presence of feedback
Out of equilibrium
Presence of memory
Modular/hierarchical/multiscale
Evidence of emergent properties

adapted from Prof. Joshua Weitz, Georgia Tech

Systems biology— goal to understand function and
underlying mechanisms of whole biological systems at
various scales – from molecular to organismic to
population and across time scales from microseconds to
centuries.
Math modeling is central….

adapted from Prof. Joseph DiStefano III

Bioinformatics—generally considered to be
about computational, mathematical, and
statistical approaches for mining, modeling and
analyzing high-throughput biological data for
patterns, and not presently focused on systems or
function/mechanism or essential features
[

See http://www.bisti.nih.gov

adapted from Prof. Joseph DiStefano III

Computa9onal systems biology—goal to integrate
bioinforma:cs and systems biology. System and data
are merged via modeling and computa:on.

adapted from Prof. Joseph DiStefano III

dq
= Cq
dt - q + + u
K

“Molecular biology took Humpty Dumpty apart;
mathematical modeling is required to put him
back together again”
[Schnell et al. 2007]

adapted from Prof. Joseph DiStefano III

